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Description 

AutoCAD scripting is one of those “out of the box” tools that has been in the software since the 
early 90’s. AutoCAD’s Core Console, introduced in 2013, allows users to process drawings in a 
fraction of the time it takes you to open a drawing and make the changes by hand. During this 
class you’ll learn how to enter commands directly into the Core Console via script files, create a 
.bat file and process whole directories quickly and efficiently without any repetitive user inputs. 
The dynamics of Core Console allows you to become more productive when you return to your 
office.  
 
This class will feature AutoCAD, but Core Console is included in all AutoCAD verticals. 
 
 

Speaker 

Michael Best is a Senior Project Engineer at The Arthur G. Russell (AGR) in Bristol, 
Connecticut.  He is responsible for developing design concepts by applying sound machine 
design practices, coordinates the project design team activities, and acts as the primary 
technical contact ensuring design goals and objectives are robust and accomplished accurately.    
Michael has attended AU 11 times out of the last 18 years while also sitting on discussion 
panels and focus groups as well as presenting 4 classes and assisting in other classes as an 
aid.   
 
He has over 30 years’ experience using AutoCAD and its many renditions. In his limited spare 
time also programs for AutoCAD, Inventor and Windows products. 
 
Michael can be reached at: Michael.Best@ArthurGRussell.com, MikeBest05@comcast.net 

Learning Objectives 

• Learn how to reduce mouse clicks, keystrokes and all strokes in general 

• Learn to write and run script files from the desktop and within AutoCAD 

• Learn how to process whole directories of drawings for revision control, company 
and/or customer standards 

• Learn how to use a combination of .bat files and script files to integrate with Core 
Console 
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Introduction 

 

AutoCAD has always had the ability to allow customization to do just about anything you can 
think of, repetitive tasks are a production killer!  Whether starting new drawings or updating 
existing ones, over time, commands and button pick become tedious and mind numbing.  
Needless to say, slogging through those same commands can be counterproductive at times.   
Now consider doing this on 1000’s of drawings to meet internal or external standards depending 
on the customers.  In the meantime, we get bored and start checking emails, listening in on or 
joining other conversations or take a quick peek at social media.  In some extreme cases, begin 
to question our purpose with the company and get online to do a job search.  (Insert devious 
smirk here) 

AutoCAD scripting and Core Console to the rescue! Scripting uses the same commands you do 
over and over via picks and clicks but from basically a text file that can be inserted from the 
menu or “drag and drop” after a little typing trial and error first.  The best part, there’s no 
programming language to learn!  Scripting is free.  It’s always been part of AutoCAD.  If you 
know how to type any commands in AutoCAD, then you already know how to script in AutoCAD.  
We will cover the basics and a little more in this class on just that. 

 

Using Core Console (CC) allows you to cruise through 100’s to 1000’s of drawings at speeds 
you can’t get in standard AutoCAD.  Core Console is a stripped-down version of AutoCAD 
without the real need for the peripherals that we use in AutoCAD.  All you need is to create a 
.bat file and a script file or series of script files to process all those files in a single pass.  A 
caveat, most all computers these days run on multiple cores CC can be setup to run a series of 
.bat files on separate folders on separate cores.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Learn how to reduce mouse clicks, keystrokes and all strokes in general 

 

I’m sure most in this class can admit the strongest muscle in their body is their index finger…. 
followed by the middle finger.  For right clicks of course.   
 
Using a mouse is the most repetitive work we do on any design project or the internet.  You can 
automate just about any process in AutoCAD. Programming in any shape or form is always 
challenging.  It’s a Love/Hate relationship……You love it when it works and hate it when it 
doesn’t!  When it doesn’t, a different approach needs to be taken or just walk away to clear 
one’s head before trying again, reading tea leaves or sacrificing a chicken to look for answers 
works sometimes too.  Eating a bucket of chicken would be my choice. 
 
Just a few methods are listed below: 

Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) 
AutoCAD VBA became available in Release 14.  In its initial release it was powerful but 
a little hard to follow if you were used to creating VBA applications for Windows Office 
products.  It’s no longer included in the AutoCAD installation.  It must be downloaded 
from the Autodesk website and installed separately.  

AutoLISP/Visual LISP 
AutoLISP is an interpretive programming language that doesn’t require compiling before 
using it in AutoCAD.  It’s been in AutoCAD since version 2.18 (circa 1986) and is still in 
use today with millions of lines of code available to download and use.  Very powerful 
programming language in AutoCAD for manipulating and processing .dwg files. 

Macro’s and Ribbon 
Assigning macros to a button on the ribbon is very easy but depending on the complexity 
can be very hard to debug.  Understanding the syntax is the key to creating easy to 
complex button macros. 

Scripting  
Let the command prompt be your friend!  That’s right, if you know the command you 
want to use then that little palette at the bottom of the screen that shows up all the time 
(annoying isn’t it?) will be your best friend when scripting.  What’s your second best 
friend?  The AutoCAD Text Window (or F2) of course! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Learn to write and run script files from the desktop and within AutoCAD 

 

What is a script?  It does one thing, it mimics what you can type in on the screen or command 
prompt (that thing that used to be anchored at the bottom of the screen).  Type in the command, 
follow the prompts till the action is completed and you’ve basically written your first script.  You 
want to purge a drawing?  Instead of picking from the menu (see below) the purge command 
can be run from the AutoCAD command line. 

   
 
Just type in “Pu” at the command line to bring up the Purge command dialog box.   

 
 
Below is the dialog box that will show typing in “Pu” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



For scripting, we can’t use the dialog box because it will stop/cancel the script command 
entirely.  By typing “-PU” at the command line, the command line appears below basically 
asking what you want to do with the Purge command. 
 

 
 

All the options available for selection in the previous dialog box are available as a command line 
opportunity.  Notice where the caps are in the list?  Those are the letter selections available in 
your script.  Most of us just use “All” to purge everything out not used. 
 
Before creating your first script makes some notes on what you want it to do.  Below is a list of 
potential commands to use.  Then figure out the order to use them in. 
 
Turn off the dialog boxes 
Model space/Paper space 
Zoom extents 
Set LTScale 
Save 
SaveAs 
Create/Set/Change/Colors/LT of layers 
Audit 
Purge 

Block 
Copy 
Change Props 
Close 
Dxfout 
Add text 
Explode 
Import/export (.sat, .bmp, dwf, pdf, .iges, .stl, 
.dgn, tif)

Line Publish 
Rename (layers) 
Regen 
Scale 
Setvar 
Style 
Dimension properties 
Vault Checkin 

Recover 
Wblock 
Xbind 
Xref 
Edit attributes 
Insert  

 

After deciding what you want to change, alter or clean up in the drawing sets we need to put the 
commands in order.  It’s best to try the commands out on some test drawings first to verify the 
order works the way you want.  As you are typing in the commands to run, use the AutoCAD 
Text Window (F2) to read the results of each command and subsequent command till it’s done.  
(See “Purge” command illustration above) 

There are a few tools to use to create scrips.  Windows Notepad or TextEdit on Mac OS, 
Notepad ++ (https://notepad-plus-plus.org) and Sublime Text (https://www.sublimetext.com) all 
work really well.  



As I mentioned previously, save some time, use the AutoCAD Text Window (F2) to your 
advantage.  The Text Window reports AutoCAD’s command prompt history.  Every command in 
the current drawing can be scrolled to and viewed.  The history includes all the AutoCAD 
prompts, commands and system variables, default values and settings, error messages, 
reports, and of course everything you have literally typed or clicked from the menu or tool bar.   

After process has been decided, the commands typed in to determine the sequence, capture 
them, copy/paste them to Notepad or another editor, edit it down to only your keystrokes, and 
save it as an .SCR file. 

 

Headache Reducing Rules 

• A space in the script is the same as hitting “Enter” except when a command 
allows spaces. “Enter” is evaluated at the end of each command series. 

Example:  Zoom E (the space between the “m” and “E” equates to an 
“enter” command. 

• A semi-colon placed at the begging of a text line is not evaluated by AutoCAD.  
Think of adding a bit of a note to the next command just in case someone reads 
it and doesn’t understand the context. 

Example:  ;The next command will zoom to extents 
    Zoom E 

• A script file must always end with a blank line. 
Example:  Zoom E 

(Cursor needs to be on this line.  It indicates that enter was 
completed       to allow the “Zoom Extents” to complete) 

• Add a hyphen or dash (-) in front of a command name to keep the dialog box 
from opening.  Anytime a dialog box opens, it kills the script!  If unsure whether to 
use the hyphen or dash, type “-insert”, AutoCAD will process the entry on the 
command line only. 

 
• When debugging a script and some changes were made, use the “Undo” 

command.  It will undo everything the script had done in one pass.  When a script 
is executed, the process is considered as one lump sum command.    

• Turn on the variables changed at the beginning!  If variables were turned off, 
you’ll do yourself a favor by turning them back on once the script has completed.  
It’s not a bad decision to do when processing a multitude of drawings either.  If 
one happens to crash AutoCAD or stall you’ll remember it when trying to open a 
drawings and the dialog box doesn’t show up….. 

 

 

 

 

 



Scripting Commands 

• DELAY - Provides a timed pause within a script.  Specifies the duration of a 
pause. Entering delay 1000 in your script delays the start of execution of the next 
command for about one second. The longest delay available is 32767, which is 
slightly less than 33 seconds. 

Example:  Delay 3000 This will delay the script from continuing for 3 
seconds.  Good when running slides for a demo. 

• RESUME - Continues an interrupted script.  You can interrupt a script that is 
running by pressing Esc or Backspace. Any error encountered while processing 
input from a script file causes the script to be suspended. If a script is suspended 
while the program is active, you can use RESUME to continue the script. 

• RSCRIPT - Repeats a script file.  RSCRIPT is useful for demonstrations that 
repeat a script; for example, a script that must run over and over during a trade 
show or in a showroom. 
If RSCRIPT is the last line in a script file, the file runs continuously until 
interrupted by Esc.  This command will also work well when combined with the 
Delay command when running slides for a demo. 

• SCRIPT- Executes a sequence of commands from a script file.   A script is a text 
file with an .scr file extension. Each line of the script file contains a command that 
can be completed at the Command prompt.   

• SCRIPTCALL- Executes a sequence of commands and nested scripts from a 
script file.  With the SCRIPTCALL command, scripts can execute nested scripts 
as well as commands. A script is a text file with an .scr file extension. Each line of 
the script file contains a command that can be completed at the Command 
prompt, or a reference to another script file. 

o Example: Scriptcall “c:\scripts\I_do_it_All.scr” 
 
This works well when combining several scripts into one script without copying all 
the commands from several scripts into a large one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Searchable? 
Should you set a search path?  It doesn’t hurt.  Go to “Options”, “Support File Search Path”, 
“Add”, “Browse”, then add the path that the scripts are saved in.  This could be a local hard drive 
or somewhere that is on the network.  This just makes it a little easier to find them if using the 
script command from the ribbon (Manage then Run Script) or command line (type script). 

 

 

 

Ways to load/run a script 
Scripting Setup 
To begin, we need to change some variables before begin scripting.  The 3 main variables I 
always turn off are the Attribute dialog box, File dialog box and the Command dialog box.  They 
don’t keep all dialog boxes from opening, but they do cover most. 

Attribute Dialog Box 

Controls whether the INSERT command uses a dialog box for attribute value entry. 

Command Dialog Box 
Controls the display of the In-Place Text Editor for the DIMEDIT and QLEADER 
commands, and the display of certain dialog boxes in AutoCAD-based products.   

File Dialog Box 
Suppresses display of file navigation dialog boxes such as SAVEAS and OPEN. 

DWG Check 
Checks drawings for potential problems when opening them.  Good idea to turn this off 
so the dialog box doesn’t open when processing drawings exported from another CAD 
software 



The following script turns off those dialog boxes.  It’s good to do this for good measure.  
Anytime a dialog box opens during a script it will cancel the script. (0 = off, 1 = on) 

;Turn off Variables 

attdia 0 

cmddia 0 

filedia 0 

dwgcheck 0 

do work 

do work 

do work 

do work 

attdia 1 

cmddia 1 

filedia 1 

dwgcheck 1 (optional to turn this back, your call) 

 
When saving the script, make sure that it is saved as a script (.scr) file.  Using Windows 
Notepad, save the file with the name of the script with .scr for the file extension and change the 
“Save as type:” to “All Files (*.*)”.  If it’s left as “Test Documents” the file name will be Add Script 
Name:.scr.txt.  AutoCAD won’t read that at all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Learn how to process whole directories of drawings for revision control, 
company and/or customer standards  

 

Batch Processes 

A bit crude but very affective, batch processing of whole job directories and the sub 
directories was and can still be done using a .bat file, then associating a .lsp file or .scr 
file to the batch routine line.  Something like shown below would work but it would tie 
up a computer and license the entire time it ran.   
 
 
FOR %%f in (c:\ Translate_Files \*.dwg) do c:\”program files”\”AutoCAD 2019”\acad.exe 
/I “%%f” /s c:\ Translate_Files\Cleanup.scr 
 
 

ScriptPro 
 

It’s free, and according to Autodesk's own documentation, it does the following: 
“ScriptPro takes AutoCAD scripting to a new level with an easy-to-use interface, 
logging, reusable project files, enhanced scripting with new keywords and 
utilities, and robust error recovery. Using ScriptPro, you can apply a set of 
commands to multiple drawings by simply specifying a script file and the list of 
drawings that you would like to apply the script to.” 

 
*ScriptPro has been renamed to AutoScript. 
 

AutoScript is pretty easy to run.  But, like using a .bat file it requires the use of a 
computer and license to run. 

 



 
 

 
It can be downloaded it from here: 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/autocad/downloads/caas/downloads/content/autodesk-
customization-conversion-tools.html 

 

Editing Attributes Challenge 

Most all objects, text and geometry can be edited via scripting.  When editing attributes, 
it’s not as easy as most objects unless they are always in the same location on the 
drawing.  Can’t count on that though due to drawing scales.  But there is one unique 
aspect of scripting…….a .lsp file an be called and run during the process.  Using a lisp 
routine can change any named attribute in a drawing based on the block name, 
attribute then add in the new value. 

Lee Mac has this great lisp routine to use as a guideline for editing attributes by name in 
a drawing. 

http://lee-mac.com/attributefunctions.html 

 

(load "lispfilename") 

 

 

Learn how to use a combination of .bat files and script files to integrate 
with Core Console 

 

Where to Start? 

I work for a company when at the end of the project we are required to provide the 
drawing packages to the customer.  Sometimes there may be a few 100 to several 
thousand drawings to provide.  Since we use 3D software to produce all those files, the 
export method creates .dwg’s but none are never anywhere close to typical .dwg 
standard let alone a company’s standard. 
 
You could spend weeks opening and changing 1000’s of drawings exported to any type 
of standard one at a time.  I’ve done it before while working at another company some 
20 years ago.  I was given the job of taking nearly 1000 files exported from another 2D 
software into our AutoCAD standard. 
 
After the first 40-50 drawings of changing the blocks, linetypes, their colors and layers to 
the standard I started applying string commands to some custom menu buttons.  Pretty 

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/autocad/downloads/caas/downloads/content/autodesk-customization-conversion-tools.html
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/autocad/downloads/caas/downloads/content/autodesk-customization-conversion-tools.html
http://lee-mac.com/attributefunctions.html


soon I had created a series of menu buttons to change nearly everything I needed 
done…..even one button set to would zoom in on the title block so I could see the scale, 
pause and wait for the input to scale the drawing accordingly.  This button called some 
vba code to do that.  But the rest of the buttons were all based on scripting. 
 
In the time since, I’ve seen custom programs to what I was doing one button at a time in 
batch mode across 1000’s of drawings at the end of a project.  Some of those programs 
can be purchased, most have been custom written by entertaining CAD junkies who 
learned to write the code in many forms; VBA, VB, C++ and C#. 
 
But any CAD junkie or flunky who knows how to type in the commands can write scripts 
to do pretty much the same thing as those custom programs using some ingenuity and 
Core Console. 
 
Above we went over setting up the script to process drawings.   We also looked at other 
options to run scripts on drawings.  Moving forward with Core Console takes running 
standard .bat files and custom programs look archaic. 
 
What is Core Console (accoreconsole.exe)?  Think of it as AutoCAD in silent mode.  
Nothing on the monitor, no need for a mouse, keyboard and since the screen will be 
empty, no need for a monitor either! 
 

 
 
Processing batches of drawings without the overhead just makes things so much faster!  
Now, to add to the fun factor, you can do Core Console batches on separate CPU cores.  
That’s right!  Each batch run on separate folders starts Core Console on a separate CPU 
core as well.  However, that would need to be in a hands on class requiring VB.net. 
 
FOR %%f IN ("%~dp0*.dwg") DO "C:\Program Files\Autodesk\AutoCAD 
2019\accoreconsole.exe" /i "%%f" /s "%~dp0saveDXFas_2018.scr" /l en-US 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



In the directories below, the numbers following the folder name indicate how many .dxf 
file are in each folder.  Depending on what I want the script to do, the size of the file 
determines how fast Core Console will take to finish the work on the file……same as 
doing other translation processes, but Core Console is considerably faster!  
 

 
 
 

After running a test on “Folder-6_1k” and only opening then saving each file in the 
folder the average time per file was only 1.6 seconds.  Below is the script file I ran on the 
initial process 
 
;filedia 0 
;cmddia 0 
;turn off .bak creation on save 
isavebak 0 
+saveas 
dwg 
2018dwg 
2018 
 
;filedia 1 
;cmddia 1 
;Turn on .bak creation on next save 
isavebak 1 
close 
 



 
 
 
 

Below, I show 3 Core Console processes running at the same time in 3 different folders.  
Also shown, is the utilization of my CPU and speed (max speed 3.6GHz), and ram used.  
Notice that my NVIDIA Quadro card is not being utilized during these processes.  The 
Intel GPU is utilized because of the screen updates from the dos processes. 
 

 
 

Putting it All Together 

Core Console is a great tool to process as many drawings as you can send to it.  Use it at 
the end of a project either to convert files to a customers standards or to clean up files 
exported from a 3D software to 2D or from another CAD software. 
 
Enjoy!! 


